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If nothing else, Vincent H. Gaddis earned his place in history by coining the phrase "Bermuda Triangle." That's among
the nautical wonders he ponders in Invisible Horizons, a classic example of the briskly-written, factually-dubious
mystery-mongering books which proliferated in the '60s and '70s.

Jul 16, Undine rated it liked it This book was in many ways highly interesting and enjoyable reading
matter--his chapter at the end on legendary Ufologist Morris K. Jessup was particularly intriguing. There is,
however one big--very big--caveat. Like so many books about "true mysteries," especially ones that touch on
the paranormal, Gaddis tends to prefer a good yarn to a good fact. Some of the stories he soberly relates as
"true" turn out, on closer investigation, to be either more prosaic than his retelling would have one beli This
book was in many ways highly interesting and enjoyable reading matter--his chapter at the end on legendary
Ufologist Morris K. Some of the stories he soberly relates as "true" turn out, on closer investigation, to be
either more prosaic than his retelling would have one believe, or entirely legendary. For sheer entertainment
value, I can recommend this book highly. However, anyone who wants serious research into the realms of the
strange and mysterious needs to double-check it very carefully. God knows, investigating the Unknown is a
muddled enough business already. Gaddis earned his place in history by coining the phrase "Bermuda
Triangle. Gaddis covers all the expected topics: No mat If nothing else, Vincent H. Gaddis is an engaging
storyteller and this book summons up chills and the silly, speculative wonder we all possess as kids, and
precious few of us retain into adulthood. This book always stuck out in my mind years later. Again, though,
they are too under researched for my tastes now. Jan 07, Pradnya rated it liked it The part of mystery is
interesting. But whether all the incidents and facts mentioned in the book are true is a matter of doubt. The
book is well written and the mystery part keeps the reader busy through the pages. Especially in the middle
part of the book. That is what I liked. Mar 15, Rudransh Nigam rated it it was amazing Its nice Mar 01, Shawn
rated it liked it When I was a kid, I especially liked books about forteana and unexplained phenomena that
focused on the oceans - this probably has to do with growing up in a shore town.
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Hello and Welcome to Invisible Horizons. I'm Debbie Radish-Respess and my goal as an experienced Leadership,
Executive, and Business Coach is to help you re-imagine your life and let go of thoughts and behaviors that undermine
you, so that a renewed and fulfilled you can emerge.

Chapter 3 : Welcome to my home page
In "Invisible Horizons," newspaperman Vincent Gaddis, who specializes in exploring the borderland where fact emerges
from myth and legend, has relied upon personal interviews, previously classified documents, and official sources such
as the U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office to try and solve many of the oustanding puzzles that have plagued.
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INVISIBLE HORIZONS Strange mysteries of the Sea - True stories that defy Logic and a great selection of similar Used,
New and Collectible Books available now at calendrierdelascience.com

Chapter 7 : invisible-horizons | TShirtSlayer TShirt and BattleJacket Gallery
This is a compendium of extraordinary and often supranormal phenomena related to the sea. These are stories of
vanishing islands, jinxes, phantoms, ghost ships, balls of fire that down planes, and of Fate interpenetrated with
Science. They form a sometimes plausible case for the existence of.

Chapter 8 : Invisible Horizons by Vincent H. Gaddis
In , Vincent Gaddis published a book of Forteana, titled Invisible Horizons: True Mysteries of the Sea. In it he recounted
the story of the experiment from the Varo annotations.
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Lyrics to 'Invisible Horizons' by Rage. Flying high, setting signs / we got the future in our veins / but still a long way to go
/ All we know has lost its size.
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